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Collisions of  Si(14.5A GeV) +  Au  are investigated in the relativistic-quantum-molecular-dynamics ap- 
proach.  The calculated pseudorapidity distributions for central collisions compare well  with  recent ex- 
perimental data, indicating a large degree of  nuclear stopping and  thermalization.  Nevertheless, none- 
quilibrium effects play  an  important role in such complex multihadron reactions:  They lead to  a strong 
enhancement of  the total kaon production cross sections, in good  agreement with the experimental data, 
without requiring the formation of  a deconfined quark-gluon plasma. 
PACS numbers:  25.70.Np, 12.38.Mh 
The unique opportunity to create extended regions of 
superdense deconfined matter in the laboratory is one of 
the most  fascinating motivations  for  relativistic  heavy- 
ion collisions.  Numerous experiments have been started 
recently to investigate whether such high-energy-density 
matter  can  actually  be  formed.  It was  predicted  that 
abundant  Strangeness  production  should  accompany 
the  formation  of  the  so-called  quark-gluon  plasma."* 
Therefore, the recent observation of  strong nuclear stop- 
ping3 and of  strongly enhanced K(A)/a ratios (as com- 
pared to pp  data and FRITIOF caicuiations, respectiveiy) 
in the first ultrarelativistic heavy-ion experiments at the 
Brookhaven National  Laboratory  Alternating  Gradient 
Synchrotron (AGS) and the CERN Super Proton Syn- 
chrotron4 has received much attention. 
In  the  present  Letter  we  demonstrate  that  the  ob- 
served enhancement of  the Kln ratios can be understood 
without requiring the formation of  the quark-gluon plas- 
ma.  A covariant microscopic approach, dubbed relativis- 
tic quantum molecular dynamics (RQMD), is employed 
to study the kaon production without the simplifying as- 
sumptions  of  thermal equilibrium or  independent  frag- 
mentation.  Details  of  the  RQMD  approach  are  de- 
scribed el~ewhere;~  here we sketch only briefly the main 
features.  RQMD allows us to follow the time evolution 
of  all hadrons (initially present  and subsequently creat- 
ed).  It combines  classical  propagation  of  the  hadrons 
(molecular  dynamics)  with  quantum effects  (stochastic 
scattering  and  particle  decay).  The  hadrons  are  pro- 
pagated in a manifestly covariant framework of  relativis- 
tic  Hamiltonian  constraint  dynamics,  including  the in- 
teraction  by  quasi potential^.^  Pions  and  other mesons 
(e.g.,  p,K,o) are created via  the decay of  excited had- 
rons, which  in  turn are produced  through inelastic  col- 
lisions.  The various  resonance  production  probabilities 
for nucleon-nucleon, pion-nucleon, pion-pion, and  kaon- 
nucleon scattering are taken from experimental data.  738 
Baryon  resonances  can  decay  into various  channels, 
e.g.,  the nonstrange baryons  Ar,N' with  m <  2 G~V/C~ 
into N+n, A+n, N+p, N+v, or Y+K where Y=A,E. 
Their  branching  ratios  and  mean  lifetimes  are  deter- 
mined by  inspection of  the experimental data.9  Baryon 
resonances with m >  2 GeV/c2 can also be produced  in 
high-energy collisions.  Their decay is incorporated into 
the present work via a phenomenological string model. 
Only those  hadrons which  carry the valence quarks of 
the  decaying  string  System  can  interact  immediately. 
Their  interaction  probability  is  the Same  (in  a  simple 
constituent-quark model) before and after the jet decays. 
The other hadrons produced in the fragmenting jets need 
a proper formation time (here we assume z =  1 fm/c) be- 
fore they  are on shell and can interact with other parti- 
cles.  This leads to the inside-outside picture for rapidly 
moving particles. 
Kaons are produced  either directly, i.e., in  collisions, 
or  via  decay  of  resonances.  The  following  measured 
elementary  cross  sections  have  been  implemented:8~11 
K+N+K*+N,  ZN-YK,  NE-ZY,  NN+  NYK,  NN 
+  NNKK,  and  K+~-K'~. Other  (unknown)  cross 
sections for K production are related to these known re- 
actions  by  simple  hadron  models  (e.g.,  one-pion  ex- 
change, detailed balance, additive quark model).  For in- 
stance a considerable fraction of the kaons are produced 
in  interactions between the nonstrange mesons n,  p,  7, 
and o.  In  these  cases-lacking  experimental informa- 
tion-we  use a constant cross section (fi>  2m~),  e.g., 
o(nCnO+  K+R0)-2  mb.  To give  a  feeling  for  the 
influence of  such  input  on  the  predictions  of  our  ap- 
proach we have checked that the use of  a cross section of 
3 mb in particular for this channel changes the final re- 
sults for K + production by less than 5%. 
The multiplicity  and  rapidity distributions as well  as 
the transverse-momentum  spectra of  the different parti- 
cle species are calculated  in  this  approch.  Also, other 
observables, e.g., two-body correlations (due to decay of 
resonances  or  scattering),  fragment  formation,  baryon 
(p,n,A)  rapidity  distributions,  energy  densities,  Han- 
bury-Brown-Twiss  correlations,  and  so  forth,  can  be 
directly taken as predictions of  this model.  The nonrela- 
tivistic  QMD model  has  been  extremely  successful  at 
LBL Bevalac and Dubna energies (Eiab-50A  MeV-4A 
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FIG.  1.  Charged-particle  pseudorapidity  distribution  in 
Si(14.5A GeV) on  Au:  comparison between  the RQMD  re- 
sults (histogram) at impact parameter b -  1 fm and the prelirn- 
inary data frorn  the  E802  Collaboration (Ref. 4)  for central 
events. 
flow, bounceoff  of fragments, and squeezeout of the par- 
ticipant matter as well as the measured pion, kaon, pho- 
ton,  and  fragment multiplicities  and  spectra  agree re- 
markably well with the available 4n data.  l2 
Let  us  first  demonstrate  that  the  RQMD approach 
does indeed  reproduce important features of  the avail- 
able experimental data at AGS energies:  The pseudora- 
pidity  distribution for charged  particles  in  central col- 
lisions is compared in Fig.  1 with the RQMD results for 
an impact parameter of b -1  fm.  We choose this value 
because the experimental trigger was to take the 7%  of 
the  highest-multiplicity  events.  In  a  simple  geometric 
picture  they  correspond  to  nucleus-nucleus  collisions 
with a maximum impact parameter of around 2.5 fm.  In 
order to verify this procedure we checked that the results 
change by  less than  15% if  other impact Parameters in 
the range 0 1  b 13  fm are chosen.  Note that the total 
multiplicities  and the dNldl.1 distribution  predicted  by 
the RQMD calculations agree well  with the experimen- 
tal data. 
Let us now turn to the charged-kaon and -pion yields. 
The E802 group has measured them recently in the reac- 
tion  Si(14.6  GeV)+Au  over  a  limited  region  of  phase 
~pace.~  To compare our results directly with the unnor- 
malized experimental data we  fix the absolute normali- 
zation  of  all  spectra  to  the  n+ spectra  at  p, -300 
MeVlc.  Acceptance cuts of  the experiment have  been 
included in the theoretical analysis by a cutoff in rapidity 
(0.1 <  y < 1.5) and  in  transverse momentum  (P, >  0.3 
GeVlc).  The measured and calculated n *  ,K * spectra 
are shown  in  Fig.  2.  The integration of  the calculated 
spectra  over  this  rapidity  range  gives  ratios  ~+/n+ 
=  22%  and K -/n - =  6%  in good agreement  with the 
experimental  values  20%  and  5%,  re~~ectivel~.~  We 
FIG.  2.  Transverse-mornenturn  spectra  of  x',  K+ (left- 
hand  side) and  n-,  K -  (right-hand  side).  The  preliminary 
data from E802 Collaboration (Ref. 4) for the rapidity interval 
1.2 <  ylab < 1.5 are given by  the Open  Squares (n')  and filled 
dots  (K  "1.  The  solid  lines  represent  the  RQMD  results 
(1.0 <  yrab < 1.5) and the dotted lines the FRITIOF results.  Ab- 
solute normalization of  the cross section is to the a+  spectra at 
p, -300  MeV/c. 
would like to point out that the kaon enhancement is not 
an effect due to the efficiency cuts employed, but that it 
has a physical origin:  The kaon yields from the RQMD 
approach show factors of  2(K +/a  + ) and 1.5  (K -/n -  ) 
increase  if  the integration is  performed  over  the whole 
phase  space.  The  independent-hadron-fragmentation 
model FRITlOF  (dotted lines in  Fig.  2) predicts  for the 
Kln ratios  the same numbers  as for pp  collisions-in 
disagreement with the data. 
The  underlying  physics  for  the enhancement  of  the 
K/K ratios is  the following:  The independent-fragmen- 
tation scheme FRITIOF l3 assumes that the projectile nu- 
cleons move on straight lines through  the target.  They 
hit  those target nucleons  which  are within  a  tube of  a 
cross section given by the inelastic nucleon-nucleon  cross 
section.  The excited projectile and target nucleons decay 
independently  after  the  actual  collision  process  has 
ceased.  Therefore  the  produced  hadrons  do  not 
interact-they  have an infinite  mean free path.  In  the 
FRITIOF model one thus obtains nearly the Same K+/z+ 
and  K -Ir - ratios  as  in  elementary  nucleon-nucleon 
collisions  at  the  Same  c.m.  energy.  In  contrast,  the 
space-time evolution of  the complete system and, there- 
fore, all interactions of  the produced  hadrons with  any 
other hadron are explicitly taken into account in a mani- 
fest covariant manner in the RQMD approach. 
Now  let  us  discuss  the question  of  whether  the as- 
sumptions of the thermal model (instantaneous equilibri- 
um)  or  of  the independent-fragmentation  schemes  (no 
secondary collisions)  are justified  for relativistic heavy- 
ion  collisions.  At  AGS energies  there  are  two  main 
sources of  kaons  (and other mesons) in the RQMD ap- VOLUME  63, NUMBER  14  PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS  2 OCTOBER  1989 
FIG.  3.  The invariant-mass distribution for those collision 
types in  which  Kf  (first row)  and K- (second row)  are pro- 
duced.  B  and  M  denote  baryon  and  meson,  respectively. 
(Darkened histograms, secondary reactions; unshaded, primary 
reactions.) 
proach  which  are  of  comparable  magnitude.  Let  us 
denote the produced mesons as "primaries"  if they stem 
from Glauber-type collisions of the projectile nucleons on 
their Passage through the target nucleus.  They roughly 
correspond to the particles produced in the independent- 
fragmentation  schemes.  "Secondaries"  are produced  in 
all other types of  collisions and decays.  The c.m. energy 
distribution  of  those  primary  and  secondary  collisions 
which produce the observed kaons are displayed in  Fig. 
3.  We would  like to emphasize that the difference be- 
tween primary and secondary kaons corresponds roughly 
to two distinct c.m.  energy regions:  The primary kaons 
are  produced  in  baryon-baryon  reactions  with 
&  = G.  However,  secondary  baryon-baryon  scat- 
tering  (with &  <  1,  meson-baryon, and meson- 
meson channels all contribute to the final number of pro- 
duced  kaons.  The  invariant-mass  distribution  of  the 
different  channels  also  clearly  explains  why  the  non- 
equilibrium  flavor  kinetics  model,  which  assumes  a 
thermal heat bath of  T-  150-200  MeV, drastically un- 
derestimates the kaon production. l4  There one assumes 
that the initial kinetic energy is transferred instantly into 
thermal energy of  a participant  fireball.  Collision rates 
for  kaon-producing  channels  are  small  in  such  a 
~cenario.*~'~  This is due to the suppression of  high rela- 
tive  momenta  at these  tem~erature  values.  Thus  the 
time necessary  to approach  the observed K/n ratios in 
such a  model  is  much  longer  than simple estimates of 
nucleus-nucleus collision times would suggest.  However, 
the present studies clearly demonstrate that the c.m. en- 
ergy distribution of  the binary  collisions  is nonthermal 
(see Fig. 3). 
We have also studied kaon  production  in p +Au col- 
lisions.  Here only  about one K+  per  five  events is pro- 
duced.  Therefore  we  have  not  been  able  to  acquire 
sufficient statistics to give a K/n ratio in the acceptance 
range of  the E802 data.  However, the K/n ratio in the 
lower p,  bins ( <  300 MeVlc) seems to be (with admit- 
tedly very large statistical error) enhanced to 15%-25%. 
In  conclusion,  the  experimentally  observed  K+/z+ 
and K -/X-  enhancement  in  ultrarelativistic heavy-ion 
collisions  does  not  require  the formation  of  a  quark- 
gluon plasma.  Nonequilibrium multihadron dynamics as 
employed in the RQMD approach demonstrates that the 
use of  thermal or-to  the other extreme-independent- 
fragmentation models is highly questionable for these re- 
actions.  More  generally  spoken,  the  present  studies 
demonstrate that the complex dynamical space-time evo- 
lution  and nonequilibrium  effects  must  be  taken  quite 
seriously  in  the  discussion  of  any of  the  quantitative 
(factors  of  -2)  signatures  for  the  creation  of  the 
quark-gluon plasma in relativistic nuclear collisions.  We 
would like to emphasize that in our opinion qualitatively 
unique, possibly exotic signatures, like, e.g.,  the recently 
proposed s-F  separation leading to the formation of meta- 
stable strange-quark-matter  droplets16 or the production 
of antimatter clusters (d,  He, C, etc.),I7 will have to re- 
ceive much more attention in the near future. 
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